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While the field of MIMO transmission has been explored over the past decade mainly theoretically, relatively few results exist on
how these transmissions perform over realistic, imperfect channels. The reason for this is that measurement equipment is expensive, diﬃcult to obtain, and often inflexible when a multitude of transmission parameters are of interest. This paper presents
a flexible testbed developed to examine MIMO algorithms and channel models described in literature by transmitting data at
2.45 GHz through real, physical channels, supporting simultaneously four transmit and four receive antennas. Operation is performed directly from Matlab allowing for a cornucopia of real-world experiments with minimum eﬀort. Examples measuring bit
error rates on space-time block codes are provided in the paper.
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1.

MOTIVATION

Investigating the performance of highly sophisticated wireless systems, in particular with multiple transmit and receive
antennas, is a diﬃcult task. In most cases, this can only be
performed via simulation, which means modeling complex
behavior by simpler mathematical descriptions [1]. Matlab
simulation [2], with its highly accurate double-precision numerical environment, is on the one hand a perfect tool for the
investigation of algorithms. On the other hand many imperfections of the real-world are neglected. In particular, fixedpoint aspects of future products are often underestimated [3]
as well as the true physical behavior of the wireless channel
which is quite complex and not too well understood. Following the concept of simplification, uncertainties in MIMO decoding algorithms usually do not attract much attention [4].
These uncertainties are mainly simplified assumptions like
perfectly known noise levels, additive Gaussian noise, omitted synchronization, linear power amplification, and perfect
channel knowledge, which often show too optimistic receiver
performance in simulation.
1.1. Motivation for rapid prototyping
Prototypes were used in the past to allow for early testing of
future products. In particular when new technology was involved, such prototyping was a crucial element in the design
path for a new product. The advantage of prototyping was

to reduce the investment risk of the new product in case the
new technology would hide unforeseen challenges. Also, one
often obtained a flavour of how the new technology needs
to be realized and a feeling for how the future product would
look like. One could thus present it to potential customers, to
work with them on particular features, long before the final
product was available.
In wireless mobile communications, like personal communication, UMTS, WLAN, and so forth, time to market
has become a real pressure. Since prototyping is cumbersome
work, it is time and cost intensive, and thus a prototype with
the above features may cost as much as the final product and
may not be available earlier. Due to such reasons, prototyping is nowadays often skipped, building products while relying only on previous experience and simulation results.
However, experience has shown that such a procedure is
quite risky, and a new movement, called rapid prototyping,
has been established. In rapid prototyping, not the entire
product is built but only the new and risky parts, possibly
connected with already existing parts stemming from older
products. It is not as thorough as the conventional prototyping approach, but rapid prototyping can prevent high-risk
decisions and allows for a first location of challenging areas.
Such rapid prototyping is only successful if very flexible,
scalable, and powerful hardware platforms are available that
meet the complexity requirements of state-of-the-art MIMO
algorithms. Furthermore, a consistent development environment is needed to reduce development time even further [3].
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Note that depending on the purpose, diﬀerent technical
terms are being used (see also [5]).
(i) A prototype is the initial realization of a research idea or
a standard, either as a reference, a proof of concept, or
as a vehicle for future development and improvement.
(ii) A demonstrator mainly serves as a sales vehicle to show
technology to customers. In general it will implement
a new idea, concept, or standard that has already been
established and has been finalized to some degree.
(iii) A testbed, on the other hand, is generally used for research. It is a vehicle for further development, for verification of algorithms, or ideas under real-world or
real-time conditions. This results in the requirement
for scalability, modularity, and extendibility.
We will thus refer to our development as testbed, rather than
a prototype, throughout this article.
1.2. Motivation for the testbed
A multitude of development kits and prototyping boards are
available, in particular supporting fast DSPs (e.g., C6x from
TI [6] and SHARK from Analog) as well as FPGAs (e.g., from
Xilinx and Altera). However, there are few concepts supporting multiple DSPs cooperating with multiple FPGAs, as only
such a flexibility can support the required complexity in real
time. Very few concepts support fast AD and DA converters,
as they are required in this field. The next stage in the radio
transmission chain requires intermediate-frequency (IF) signal generation. While we found very few companies supporting this, we did not find any supporting radio-frequency (RF)
experimental boards. Thus we concluded that we have to at
least develop the RF parts on our own, while for most other
parts it would be advantageous to use existing platforms. We
decided to utilize DSP and FPGA boards from Sundance [7]
and IF boards from ICS [8, 9].
Once such a flexible and scalable platform is available,
only a part of the rapid prototyping environment has been
built. A typical user, that is, an algorithmic designer investigating coding and decoding schemes, is usually not able to
program DSPs and FPGAs due to a lack of time and specialized knowledge. Therefore, he must be able to use such a
testbed easily with nearly no eﬀort directly out of an environment he knows well. It is thus advisable to use programming
tools like Matlab that can support at least a few DSPs and
FPGAs. Although such environments [10, 11] exist, they are
still not suited to support an algorithmic designer without
hardware experience, and they are not able to convert much
more than a toy problem into a real-time experiment.
Note however, that many real-time experiments can be
performed over a relatively small time period, say several milliseconds. In such cases, the complex DSP and FPGA platform is not really required. The data sequences can be preprocessed via Matlab and transmitted in burst mode over
a real time air interface. Only the capturing of data needs
to be performed in real time while the postprocessing can
take place later in Matlab. Such operations simply require
extensive data storage, which is not much of a cost factor

today. We therefore decided to support scalable and flexible
hardware platforms but put emphasis on real-time experiments performed directly out of Matlab.
Furthermore, multiuser operation can be quite useful, allowing several people to perform diﬀerent experiments on a
single wireless platform. Such feature is supported by a local
area network (LAN) interface, allowing people to be distantly
located from the measurement equipment.
1.3.

Further goals for the testbed

Currently, our research activities using the MIMO testbed are
the following.
(i) Investigation and comparison of equalizer structures
for the high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA)
mode for UMTS. First results are published in [12].
(ii) Investigation and comparison of corporate proposals
for the MIMO HSDPA mode, which are expected to
be standardized in UMTS Release 7.
(iii) Other experiments include channel sounding and
channel capacity measurements at 2.45 GHz.
Note that all these experiments are carried out at the same
time by diﬀerent research groups operating the single testbed
from their own user PCs. More information on recent results
can be obtained from [13].
After presenting the motivation and further goals in
Section 1, Section 2 provides the details of the testbed concept and the realizations of the various subsystems. Section 3
demonstrates first real-time transmissions and shows the
measurement results achieved. Section 4 finally reports on
results when space-time codes are transmitted.
2.
2.1.

MIMO TESTBED DEVELOPMENT
Existing MIMO testbeds

Starting in 1998 with the first narrowband MIMO prototype
[14], several MIMO prototypes were set up in the past to investigate a particular field of interest. This was, for example,
MIMO WCDMA transmission for 3G telephone systems (by
Lucent Technologies) [15], a MIMO 3G prototype chip development for high-speed downlink packet access reception
(by Lucent Technologies) [16], or MIMO OFDM transmission for 4G telephone systems (by ETRI, Korea) [17]. While
these prototypes and testbeds were very expensive, initial realizations of a research idea or standards, nowadays mostly
testbeds are used in research due to their scalability, modularity, and extendibility.
About 60% [18] of these testbeds are operated by universities, usually assembled as a concatenation of some or
all of the following flexible modules: PC, evaluation boards
with DSPs and/or FPGAs, DA conversion, IF-to-RF upconversion, and the reverse chain for the receiver. In an early
testbed design stage, signal processing is mostly performed
in Matlab in form of a simulation, but some testbeds only focus on this “oﬀ-line” approach, as there is, for example [19],
where data is generated completely on a PC, stored in files,
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and then transmitted and received to be stored in files and
processed by a PC again. Nevertheless, all other testbed designs approximately follow the above described structure.
At the University of Duisburg, Germany, a MIMO testbed
was set up by utilizing Sundance components for baseband
processing and Atmel RF components [20]. At the McGill
University, Montreal, Canada, a similar structure is used to
create any signal which fits into 3.5 MHz by utilizing ICS
boards and extensive hard-disk storage [21]. At the Rice University, Houston, Tex, Nallatech FPGA boards are favored
for their modular testbed approach [22]. Slightly diﬀerent,
at Young University, Brigham, Utah, USA, data samples are
generated in “real-time embedded PCs” plus TI DSPs [23].
At Georgia Tech, Ga, USA, several synchronized Agilent 4438
arbitrary waveform generators are utilized as signal generators for their testbed [24]. To show some more examples,
MIMO testbeds are also assembled and operated at RWTH
Aachen, Germany [25], at Virginia Tech, USA [26], and at
ETH Zurich, Switzerland [27].
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the testbed developed.

2.2. Our MIMO testbed concept
Our testbed resembles the above-mentioned examples and
extends them by an easy to use Matlab interface to allow for
a multitude of experiments with very diﬀerent constraints.
Our testbed is not developed for a single type of experiment
or signal, which means that there is no need to redesign parts
of the design or signal processing in order to allow several
researchers and research teams to share the same expensive
testbed hardware for diﬀerent experiments. Any transmission can be performed directly out of Matlab from any PC
in the local area network (LAN) by utilizing the same convenient interface, the Matlab interface. Easy, flexible, and without requiring specific hardware knowledge, this platform independent interface leads to reduced development time for a
working prototype. Cost for hardware is reduced by sharing
the testbed among several research teams.
The developed MIMO testbed [28, 29] primarily consists
of a PC with transmitter capabilities (transmit PC), channel
realizations (in form of emulation or physical channel), a PC
with receiver capabilities (receive PC), and one or more user
PCs from where the transmit and receive PCs are being operated via a LAN connection as depicted in Figure 1.
The various components will be described in more detail in the following. Note that this concept allows the algorithmic designer to focus on digital baseband data processing on his own PC. Via the so-called Matlab interface,
the data streams of up to four transmit antennas are submitted to the transmit PC. There, these samples are automatically up-converted to the intermediate frequency (IF),
transmitted over a radio-frequency (RF) channel, and once
they have been captured by the receive PC, they are finally
down-converted to the baseband to provide the received raw
(unfiltered) baseband data samples. The developed Matlab
interface is so flexible that the length of the data stream, the
data rate, and the selected IF can be selected from a wide
range of parameters, simply handled by setting such parameters in Matlab.

DSPs + FPGAs
See Fig. 10

Figure 2: Per channel data flow in the transmit PC.

This platform-independent approach allows multiple
users to access the testbed directly out of Matlab from anywhere in the LAN. This not only makes it very convenient
to integrate real-time air transmissions into existing Matlab
simulations by the use of a few Matlab commands, but also
saves a lot of costs since very expensive hardware can be operated eﬃciently by several researchers simultaneously.1
2.3.

The transmit PC

The user, operating the transmit PC directly out of Matlab,
provides baseband data samples and a set of options, for example, the interpolation rate and the desired intermediate
frequency. A server software processes these samples and also
controls the ICS 564 plugin PCI board [8] which performs
the signal conversion to the IF for all four channels as illustrated in Figure 2.
The incoming samples (up to 50 Msamples/s on up to 4
channels) are buﬀered by a FIFO (128 ksamples per channel)
and then interpolated (user definable between 4 and 252)
to reduce the required baseband data rate. Up-conversion to
the IF is carried out digitally before conversion to the analog
1

The transmit PC with its up-converter PCI board costs approximately
30 000 C, the receive PC nearly the same, the RF components for the channel cost approximately 10 000 C, the two channel emulators 150 000 C
each, and the noise source 30 000 C.
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Figure 4: Antenna (a) without and (b) with ground plane.
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The channel setup can either be a physical channel operated
via the RF air interface at 2.45 GHz or channel emulators
(e.g., Spirent Communications TAS4500 FLEX [30]), allowing to repeat experiments with a wide range of channel parameters. The setup of Figure 3 was taken into operation to
realize a 4 × 1 MIMO channel.
The RF front end consists of independent RF transmitters
and receivers for each channel with the exception of a common oscillator for all transmitters and receivers. The use of
separate modules provides high flexibility for development
and testing. Since no restrictions should apply with respect
to the modulation scheme, all RF modules were designed to
be highly linear. In order to fulfill the requirements for the
WLAN standard IEEE 802.11b [31], the modules provide a
maximum bandwidth of 20 MHz and about 20 dBm transmit
power per channel. Unfortunately, the RF front end cannot
be built as flexible as the Matlab interface. We thus had to fix
the IF to 70 MHz and RF to 2.45 GHz.
Optionally, additional noise can be added by a UFXEBNO-IF1 [32] noise source. This is in particular useful
when comparing MIMO decoding algorithms for a single
user operating at a dedicated SNR level.

Channel
emulators

4x RF
transmitter

Approx. λ/4

2.4. The RF channel

Noise
source

Analog IF signal, Fig. 2

domain. Utilizing a low IF (user definable between 0 and
100 MHz), rather than baseband signals, avoids the problem
of DC oﬀset, carrier leakage, and IQ imbalance while saving
half the numbers of DACs.
Furthermore, the Matlab interface allows for various
extended options. A user may introduce a delay (user definable in milliseconds) between subsequent blocks and/or
repeat one or more blocks automatically as desired. This is
especially useful if a lot of diﬀerent channel realizations are
of interest.
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The usage of two Spirent TAS4500 FLEX channel emulators [30] is very beneficial when developing MIMO transmission systems. With the channel emulators, a controllable,
predictable, and repeatable environment can be set up, allowing for various typical channel conditions. The ability to
reproduce diﬀerent measurement scenarios as accurately as
possible is of great advantage for algorithmic evaluation and
debugging. Furthermore, in this mode there is no need for
operating licenses even when operating outside the ISM band
because no radiation is emitted.

with variable element spacing. The MIMO testbed itself is
not limited to this kind of antennas and can support other
configurations.

2.4.2. Transmit via antennas

2.4.3. RF transmitter

Since all channel models are based on simplified assumptions, a transmission via a realistic, physical channel may
cover some important and maybe yet unknown aspects
which are not taken into consideration by channel emulators.
To transmit and receive the RF signal at 2.45 GHz, λ/4monopoles mounted on a ground plane (see Figure 4) are
used as antennas. They are placed in a uniform linear array

The RF transmitter consists of an IF-to-RF up-converter, an
RF power amplifier with 20 dBm maximum output power for
each channel, and a common oscillator for all up-converters.
For transmissions through the channel emulators, only little
mean power of −20 dBm is required so that the power amplifiers are not used in this mode. Figure 5 depicts the block
diagram for one of the four channels.

70 MHz

2.450 GHz

Figure 5: RF transmitter block diagram, per channel.
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2.380 GHz

IF-to-RF up-converter

2.4.4. RF receiver
The RF receiver consists of three modules for each channel: a
low-noise amplifier (LNA), an RF-to-IF down-converter, and
a gain-controlled amplifier (GCA). The common oscillator
can be used by up to four down-converters. Figure 6 shows
the RF receiver block diagram.
Low-noise amplifier
At the input of the low-noise amplifier module, a receive filter is needed to protect the following low-noise transistor
from blocking because of many other radio applications in
the 2.4 GHz ISM band and the nearby UMTS band. A second
filter after the LNA is used to additionally suppress image frequency signals. This filter is followed by an amplifying buﬀer.

RF-to-IF down-converter
Down-conversion to IF is performed by a double-balanced
mixer, using a common oscillator signal with a power level of
−10 dBm. A low-loss SAW IF filter follows to limit the noise
bandwidth of the RF system to 20 MHz and to filter undesired spectral components to prevent aliasing in the following AD conversion. The mixer uses a single 3 V supply, the
low-noise amplifier is operated on a single 10 V supply.
Gain-controlled amplifier
The last module of the RF receiver is a gain-controlled amplifier. Its gain can be defined in a range of 70 dB by a control
voltage (GCTRL); therefore, it is possible to provide a constant mean power to the receive PC for receive signal levels

To the other channels
LNA

RF-to-IF
down-converter

2.450 GHz

GCA

70 MHz
GCTRL

Figure 6: RF receiver block diagram, per channel.
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Amplification to the transmit power level of 20 dBm is carried out in two stages, with RF bandpass filters placed in
between. The power consumption of the power amplifier is
about 2 W and it is operated on a single 5 V voltage supply.

Common
oscillator
Analog IF signal, Fig. 9

RF signal from the antenna

Since the IF output of the transmit PC is not filtered, higher
harmonic frequencies are also created by the digital-toanalog conversion in addition to the desired IF signal. In the
up-converter, at first this 70 MHz IF signal is filtered by using a low-loss surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter with a 3 dB
bandwidth of 20 MHz. In order to reduce out-of-band reflections distorting the DAC operations, an isolating attenuator
is placed in front of the IF filter. The up-conversion from the
IF to the RF is performed in one step by a double-balanced
mixer. This mixer is followed by an amplifier and an RF
bandpass filter to create an output signal with enough signal
level to drive the channel emulators. The up-converter module is operated on a single 3 V voltage supply and a −15 dBm
signal from the common oscillator.
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Figure 7: Measured intermodulation for concatenated analog IFto-RF up- and RF-to-IF down-converter modules.

from the noise floor (−100 dBm) to the maximum signal
level expected for 1 m distance between transmit and receive
antennas (−20 dBm).
2.4.5. RF measurements
Figure 7 shows the result of a two-tone experiment where
the overall RF system was measured with the up- and
down-converter modules concatenated via a 20 dB attenuator placed in between. Two synthesizers were used to create
the 70 MHz ± 10 kHz input signal.
Figure 8 shows the overall frequency response of the concatenation of the analog IF-to-RF up-converter and RF-toIF down-converter modules. The overall 6 dB bandwidth is
20 MHz since the two modules were each designed to have
a 3 dB bandwidth of 20 MHz. The maximum deviation from
the desired flat response within the maximum transmission
bandwidth of 6.25 MHz was measured to be 1.5 dB.
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2.5. The receive PC
The receive PC is remote-controlled by the transmit PC. It
automatically down-converts the four incoming analog IF
signals to digital baseband data samples at a maximum baseband sample rate of 6.25 MHz (see Figure 9). This limits the
maximum possible system bandwidth to about 6 MHz.
Down-conversion to baseband is carried out by an ICS
554 [9] PCI plug-in board and controlled by a server software which finally provides the received raw samples to the
user of the testbed. Like in the up-converter boards, the
down-conversion to baseband is carried out after the ADconversion to avoid DC oﬀsets and IQ imbalancing.
2.6. DSP/FPGA boards
In a rapid prototyping design flow, the first step for the algorithmic designer is to show the proof of concept by a Matlab implementation. In a second step, the algorithms can
be mapped step-by-step on more realistic hardware platforms. To achieve this, the designer may extend his own PC
(see Figure 1) by FPGA and DSP boards (like the SMT 365
DSP/FPGA PCI plug-in boards [7] from Sundance) to investigate critical parts of the design in a suitable real-time environment.

These DSP/FPGA boards are equipped with a fixed-point
DSP (600 MHz, 4800 MIPS peak performance, Texas Instruments TMS320C6416), a Xilinx FPGA (Virtex II XC2V10004-FF896), and 8 Mbytes of RAM as depicted in Figure 10.
By adding more DSP modules, a prototyping engineer
can decide at a later stage how many DSPs are really required
to meet real-time constraints since the 3L-Diamond operation system also allows to map compiled procedures onto
several DSPs.
High-speed data transfer (approximately 25 MBps) from/
to Matlab via the PC’s internal PCI bus is also possible;
therefore, the initial, working, and tested receiver design
implemented only in Matlab can be replaced part-by-part
by signal processing algorithms executed directly on DSPs
and/or FPGAs (Matlab MEX-files). This step-by-step replacing approach eases debugging and saves on code development time.
2.7.

Matlab interface

An easy to use Matlab interface was developed to operate the
overall testbed from one or more user PCs. Utilizing ordinary
files to handshake and exchange data, this interface reduces
code development and debugging time in a Matlab client application, in addition to making the testbed accessible from
anywhere in the LAN (or even the internet by using a secureFTP connection). Platform independence is guaranteed because Matlab supports various operating systems. Optimized
for the use as file servers, the transmit and receive PCs are
able to store and provide user data without disrupting ongoing transmissions.
The following Matlab code presents a code example
which transmits four identical 16-QAM signals on four channels. Note that no hardware knowledge is needed to perform
this transmission. In order to transmit data via the Matlab interface, a user sets up a channel and then the following steps
need to be performed, all together not more than 15 lines of
simple Matlab code.
(I) Generate complex baseband data samples on a local PC
in Matlab and it is optional to use DSP/FPGA boards. For
example, four identical 16-QAM signals, RRC-filtered, four
times oversampling, roll-oﬀ factor = 0.22 on each channel:
xTXData = [

randsrc(5000, 1, [-3 1 1 3]/3)...
+ j*randsrc(5000, 1, [-3 1 1 3]/3) ];
xFilter = rcosine (1, 4, ’fir/sqrt’, 0.22, 40);
xTXData = rcosflt (xTXData, 1, 4, ’filter’, xFilter);
xTXData = int16
((xvTXData*ones(1,4)).*8176);

Sebastian Caban et al.
(II) Provide parameters. For example, transmit and receive (3) the signal sixty times (60) with a delay of 40 ms (40)
between subsequent blocks at a center frequency of 70.0 MHz
(70.0) utilizing an interpolation of 64 (64) at the transmitter
and of 32 (32) at the receiver. The other parameters can be
used to utilize a lot of additional features as there are, for example, external clock synchronization, predesigned received
signal filters implemented in the testbed hardware, and several possibilities of repeating measurements in order to receive data for diﬀerent channel realizations:
xTXOptions = [3,60,70.0,64,0,40,0,0,0,0,32,0,0]

(III) Save all this to a .mat-file on a dedicated network
path and create a second file to trigger the transmission:

7
Table 1: Key parameters for typical testbed operation.
Channels
Signal type (modulation)
Samples per TX/RX blocka
TX DAC resolution
TX intermediate frequency
Radio frequency
Transmit bandwidth
RX intermediate frequency
RX ADC resolution
Data transfer to hard disk
Time to fill hard disk (60 GB)
LAN transfer to client PC
a

xTXDir
= ’\\Pollux\MIMO_TXData\’;
xFileName = ’Test 16 QAM’;
save([xTXDir xFileName ’.mat’],’xTXData’,’xTXOptions’);
xFID=fopen([xTXDir xFileName ’.do’],’w’); fclose(xFID);

(IV) Wait for the received data to appear in a corresponding .mat-file file on a dedicated network path:
while size(dir([xTXDir xFileName ’.done’]),1)==0
pause(0.2); end;

(V) Process the received complex baseband data samples in
Matlab (and it is optional to use DSP/FPGA boards to realize
parts of the design in a real-time environment close to the
final product). For example, print the magnitude of channel
three of the 15th reception:
xRXDir = ’\\Castor\MIMO_RXData\’;
load([xRXDir xFileName ’_15.mat’]);
stem(abs(double(xTXData(:,3))))

By using the Matlab interface, the user gains full flexibility while it is still easy for him to perform and understand
the first transmission of baseband data samples out of Matlab. Therefore, the user can focus on the data generation and
reception algorithms (items 1 and 5) without “wasting” time
devoted to hardware issues.
While the transmit PC and the receive PC load, process,
and store data in real time and thus the whole data transmission is carried out in real time, the data transfer from
and to the user PC (by the use of the Matlab interface) is not
real time. Especially if a form of real time feedback is not required, this non-real-time transmission of data samples from
and to the user PC does not change the investigation of, for
example, an algorithm at all, but reduces cost on setting up
the testbed in addition to making the overall testbed more
convenient to use.
Up till now (April 2005), the testbed has been working
flawlessly without any changes in hard- or firmware2 for over
10 months.
2

Only the RF frontend has been adapted for the needs of specific experiments.

Up to 4 × 4
Any
< 131 072
14 bits
70 MHz
2.45 GHz
< 6.25 MHz
70 MHz
14 bits
< 50 MBp/s
approximately 20 min
< 9 MBp/s

If the sample data rate is smaller than 25 Msamples/s, a block can be up
to 20 000 000 samples long. (Otherwise the maximum block length is
131 072.)

2.8.

Testbed summary

Real-time transmission experiments over an air interface are
generally avoided due to the enormous costs, the hardware
skills and software knowledge required, the uncontrollable
and unpredictable environment of a real channel, and the
unaﬀordable time until the first results may be achieved.
Using the MIMO testbed developed, neither hardware programming skills nor a lot of time is needed to transmit and
receive complex baseband data samples via air (or a predictable channel built up of channel emulators).
The MIMO testbed developed (see Table 1) is able to
transmit and receive complex baseband data samples on up
to 4 × 4 antennas. Users can access this system from anywhere
in the LAN by the use of simple Matlab commands (see code
example). By implementing algorithms in Matlab and migrating their critical parts step-by-step in DSP/FPGA boards,
researchers are enabled to detect design flaws in an upcoming
product very early in the design process with minimum effort. The experimental setup was kept very flexible (parametric), allowing for various experiments supporting a multitude of wireless standards. While still maintaining flexibility,
sharing the same RF hardware among several researchers and
research teams significantly reduces the arising costs.
3.

FIRST MEASUREMENTS

Since most MIMO systems are based on underlying SISO systems, it appears useful to develop the baseband processing
for a MISO implementation on the basis of a suitable successfully tested SISO link. Therefore, a 16-QAM transmitter
and receiver was implemented in Matlab before continuing
with further MISO transmissions.
As previously described, the Matlab code is executed on
the “user PC” while the actual transmission of complex baseband data samples is carried out via the Matlab interface. The
need to synchronize for frequency oﬀset, phase, and frame
timing in the receiver turned out to be the first obstacle
to overcome before the successful implementation of a
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ZF, MMSE, and ML receiver. A detailed description of the
applied synchronization will be given in Section 4 when the
succeeding MIMO implementation will be discussed.
3.1. End-to-end operation
First measurements were carried out by bypassing the channel (see Figure 1) and thus directly connecting the IF outputs
of the transmit PC to the IF inputs of the receive PC, using a
lowpass filter to suppress higher harmonics generated by the
DA conversion. One Gbyte of data was transmitted error free
using this setup.
3.2. Measurements via channel emulators
After successfully proving the basic transmitter and receiver
operation, further SISO measurements were carried out utilizing channel emulators, and a noise generator. For a static
channel (AWGN, Figure 11), as well as a slowly varying Rayleigh fading channel (Figure 12), the measured bit error rate
curves for 4-QAM modulation showed exact matching with
well-known theoretical results within a margin of 0.2 dB.
3.3. Wireless SISO measurements
First measurements via an air interface were performed to
get an impression on how the testbed works under real channel conditions. The testbed configuration used in the above
measurements was extended by a power amplifier and two
of the earlier described λ/4-monopole antennas. The receiver
antenna (RX) was placed at a distance of about eight meters from the transmit antenna (TX) in a non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) scenario (Figure 13). This kind of scenario was chosen because MIMO experiments will be accomplished using
the same scenario.

5

10

15

20

SNR/bit (dB)
Theoretical BER
Measured BER

Over RF
Over RF and channel emulator

Figure 11: Measured BER for a static SISO RF channel.

0

Figure 12: Measured BER for a flat Rayleigh fading SISO RF channel (4-QAM).

An RRC-filtered (roll-oﬀ = 0.22) 4-QAM signal with a
block length of 8 000 symbols was transmitted in order to
measure the BER of the received signal. The block length
corresponds to a transmission time of approximately 5 milliseconds. Since the measurement was carried out inside a
laboratory, and only slowly moving scatterers occurred, a
constant channel can be assumed during the transmission
of one data block. Additionally, since the symbol duration of
640 nanoseconds is about one order of magnitude larger then
the delay spread of the indoor channel, we assume a channel without any time dispersion. Because of the nonconstant
measurement environment, the SNR of every received data
block has to be estimated. Together with the calculated BER
value, this gives the coordinates for one BER measurement
point.
Figure 14 depicts the theoretical result for an AGWN
channel compared to the measured data block results (crosses). This comparison of BER values measured in a smallscale scattering environment with an AWGN channel is indeed possible because of the separate SNR estimation of each
received data block. Diﬀerent SNR values were generated by
varying the transmit power. By using the maximum available
transmit power, an SNR value of about 25 dB was measured
at the receiver.
4.

MEASUREMENTS WITH MISO SPACE-TIME
BLOCK CODES

Channel adaptive extended Alamouti code
Well described in [33], the channel adaptive extended Alamouti code (CAEAC), which uses partial feedback of channel information to the receiver, “exploits nearly full diversity with a zero forcing receiver as well as with a maximum
likelihood detector.” Measurements using the MIMO testbed
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Figure 13: Measurement setup for the SISO transmission over the
air: antennas are 1.4 m above the floor; room height is 3.5 m; the
room contains a lot of tables, chairs, computers, and so forth.
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Figure 14: Measured BER in smale-scale scattering setup.

were carried out to investigate this behavior for physical, imperfect channels. Diﬀerent channel realizations were created
by channel emulators to obtain reproducible results.
4.1. Matlab transmitter
The transmitter, fully implemented in Matlab, generates
complex data symbols from a 4-QAM constellation and performs extended Alamouti coding for four transmit antennas.
Root raised cosine (RRC) filters produce the complex baseband samples of the transmit signals from the given symbols.
These samples are transferred to the transmit PC via the Matlab interface as depicted in Figure 15.

Channel setup

As described in Section 2.4, the channel is mainly composed of RF up- and down-converters and channel emulators
which were used to generate flat Rayleigh fading. After the
down-conversion process, the noise generator corrupts the
IF signal with white Gaussian noise to allow BER over SNR
measurements (see Figure 3). The emulators can be substituted by amplifiers and antennas to facilitate measurements
over a real-time air interface once the correct functionality of
the codes-under-test has been successfully proven.
4.3.

10−1

−1

Extended Alamouti
space-time coding

TX

7.7 m

−3

Transmit
filters

Figure 15: The CAEAC transmitter implemented in Matlab.

4.2.

10−5

Coding

14-bit complex
samples

Code selection

1.9 m

Matlab receiver

The Matlab receiver, which obtains samples of the received
IF signal via the Matlab interface, consists of the following
blocks as illustrated in Figure 16.
Since the receiver PC does not know about the optimum
sampling time instant, at least timing and frame synchronization have to be performed in Matlab. The frequency oﬀset estimation was initially also performed in Matlab, but
to reduce calculation time, we decided to synchronize the
frequency by using an external cable. This optional cable provides a direct connection between the internal oscillator of
the transmit PC (Figure 2) and the internal oscillator of the
receive PC (Figure 9) to lock them in frequency.
The synchronization process is further simplified by the
fact that the Matlab interface itself ensures (by triggering via
the LAN) that the data is transmitted and received approximately at the same time. Although this does not by any
means exactly synchronize transmitter and receiver, it does
help to approximately know where the received data block
starts. This knowledge allows for the later described maximum search. Figure 17 illustrates the synchronization algorithm which was implemented in Matlab to synchronize timing and frame separately for every transmitted data block.
The synchronization algorithm correlates interpolated
versions of the input data samples with the four training
sequences of the transmitters. These training sequences are
Gold sequences of length 511, allowing for nearly perfect
channel estimation. The training sequences are transmitted
as a midamble within the data (Figure 18). The output functions of the four correlators are summed up quadratically
and the maximum is searched for within approximately twice
the length of the training sequence. This maximum indicates
the optimum sampling time instant and the beginning of the
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Figure 16: CAEAC receiver implemented in Matlab.

Figure 18: Structure of one transmit block.
Table 2: Number of channel realizations per measurement point.
−3 dB ≤ SNR/bit < 8 dB

1.5625 Msymbols/s

Correlates received
samples with
Correlator
the 4 training
sequences

16
First 100
training symbols
of every transmit
antenna
6.25 Msamples/s
Received samples
(4 times
oversampled)

4

Interpolation
filter
Matlab spline
interpolation

16

1.5625 Msymbols/s
Received
symbols

15 000 channels

8 dB ≤ SNR/bit < 12 dB

30 000 channels

12 dB ≤ SNR/bit ≤ 17 dB

60 000 channels

sequence. The calculated feedback bits are not sent back to
the transmitter; they are only used to select the optimum extended Alamouti code block (for evaluating the BER) in the
receiver. This procedure also allows for measuring the BER
for 0 (just code 1 is used), 1 (either code 1 or code 2 is used),
and 2 bit feedback (all four codes are used) with the same
blocks of received data.

Figure 17: Synchronization scheme in Matlab.

4.5.
transmission frame. At last a down-sampling to symbol rate
is performed and the receive symbols are delivered to the succeeding stages of the Matlab receiver.
The synchronized data samples are then used for estimating the channel coeﬃcients in a least squares estimator. The
channel estimator also selects the optimum extended Alamouti space-time code for the transmission. This code selection uses a feedback of at most two bits per frame to select
one out of four codes. The actual implementation of the feedback is described in Section 4.4.
By the use of the estimated channel coeﬃcients, the
detector reconstructs the transmitted symbols. A low-complexity solution of the maximum likelihood receiver [34]
was implemented to measure the bit error rates for diﬀerent
numbers of feedback bits.
4.4. “Virtual” feedback
In the case of channel adaptive extendeded Alamouti codes,
channel information is required to be fed back to the transmitter in order to select a code. The therefore needed realtime operation would typically require an implementation
in FPGAs and/or DSPs. To avoid this time intensive task, the
feedback necessary for the CAEAC was only implemented
“virtually” which means transmitting all four possible codes
in one large transmit block as depicted in Figure 18 and selecting the optimum block in the receiver, rather than in the
transmitter.
The transmitted block consists of four small data blocks,
each coded with a diﬀerent EAC, and a midamble as training

Measurement results with channel emulators

Smooth BER curves require a huge amount of data to be
transmitted. Table 2 indicates the number of diﬀerent channel realizations used for measuring the following BER curves.
We used less channel representations for the lower-SNR
regions since the BER is expected to be higher there. This
amount of transmit data also required a large computational
capacity. A cluster of ten personal computers running Matlab
needed about one day to evaluate the received data.
Since the received data provided by the Matlab interface
was already split up in files for the diﬀerent SNR values, it
suited perfectly the needs of a parallel processing cluster: selfwritten server-software-managed 14 client PCs, each evaluating the BER for a specific block. By collecting all these results,
the final BER plot (e.g., Figure 19) was obtained. The eﬀort
needed to set up this processing cluster was still negligible
compared to the eﬀort which would have been necessary to
code all these algorithms into DSP/FPGAs in order to gain
more speed.
The measured BER curves for the CAEAC are compared
with theoretical results (obtained by performing a Matlab
simulation) in Figure 19. The results show that the simulated
diversity improvement of the feedback is verified by the measurements, although they are shifted about 0.8 dB at a BER
of 10−3 . This shift is mainly due to some imperfections in the
analog measurement setup. During all measurements more
than 5 terabytes of data were transmitted, received, and evaluated. Using a single PC, this would have taken two weeks—
utilizing the processing power of a PC cluster, the evaluation time becomes comfortable, allowing for a complete BER
curve measurement per day as, for example, Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Measured BER curve for CAEAC coding (maximum
likelihood receiver).

4.6. Summary of measurements
The first SISO measurements performed on the MIMO
testbed showed the perfect interaction of Matlab, the Matlab
interface, the digital baseband hardware, the radio-frequency
hardware, and the channel emulators. For static and fading
channels, the measured bit error rate curves showed exact
matching with well-known theoretical results.
The MISO measurements verified the simulated diversity
improvement of the feedback used in channel adaptive extended Alamouti codes.
5.

CONCLUSION

Combining the advantages of Matlab and a DSP/FPGA environment close to the final product, the MIMO testbed developed allows for rapid verification of baseband algorithms
and their critical parts with minimum eﬀort. Proof of operation has already been achieved by the successful implementation of a channel adaptive extended Alamouti space-time
code transmission showing excellent performance. Sharing
very expensive equipment while still maintaining flexibility
and ease of use directly out of Matlab (from any PC in the
network), a testbed has been provided that allows for many
new coding and modulation schemes to be conveniently investigated in shortest time.
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